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Last week’s results

Arizona economy: State ranks No.
3 for discouraged workers. 4E

Dow Jones
-517.92
17,568.53

Jobs: Contractor or employee?
The perils of misclassification. 6E

NASDAQ
-121.52
5,088.63

S&P
-46.99
2,079.65
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SO YOU WANT
TO BE A WEB
DEVELOPER?

Are you wanting to
learn these skills for
personal or professional
use?

Whether you’re
looking for a new
career path or just
want to dabble,
follow these steps
to figure out which
Web development
education choices are
right for you.

Is there any chance your
employer will pay for
needed education?

Professional

Yes
Ha,
I wish!

Personal
Will cost be an
important factor in your
decision?

How many programs do
you need to learn?

Paddock
still open
despite
collapse
PAUL GIBLIN
THE REPUBLIC

Are you wanting
to learn multiple
programs?

Yep

Yep

No

I need
to know
everything

Nope

WEBofOF
KNOWLEDGE

I only
need to learn
a select
few

Will you
need official
certifications?

Yep
A few
weeks/
months

Do you need to
start developing
ASAP?

How much time will
you have to learn these
programs?

I have no
time limit

Nope
I should
have started
yesterday!

No rush
Do you learn
better in
groups or on
your own?

I like to
work at my
own pace
I need
group
feedback.

Are you self-disciplined?

Of
course!

Eh, I need
some
deadlines

ONLINE COURSES
Taking classes online can offer
a quick way to learn various
programs at your own pace, but
it requires self-discipline. You
also might need to take multiple
courses.

Concerned about the pace
of technological changes
and updates?

SUE DOERFLER
i
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The public collapse of Scottsdalebased Paddock Pools in recent weeks
marks the downfall of one of the nation’s oldest and largest pool-construction companies.
The company’s business license has
been revoked, three contracting licenses held by Paddock and its affiliated companies have been revoked and it
has seen at least $1.4 million dollars in
judgments and liens recorded against
it since 2013, according to public records.
Yet the doors at Paddock’s Scottsdale showroom were unlocked Thursday and a sign inviting visitors read
“Open.” A sales clerk who declined to
provide her name said employees were
providing goods and equipment to customers who previously made purchases, but were not conducting new
business.
The clerk said chief financial officer Carole Myers was in the building,
but was not granting interviews. Numerous phone messages left by The Arizona Republic have gone unanswered.
The Arizona Registrar of Contractors revoked three contracting licenses
held by Paddock and related compaSee PADDOCK, Page 8E

Education options
abound for hot
technology jobs
THE REPUBLIC
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As a teacher, Kristin Dragos
enjoyed introducing her fourthand fifth-grade students to
technology and strove to learn
more about tech advances.
After taking the 12-week Rockit
Web development boot camp,
she began working in tech.
Justin Dragos, Kristin’s
husband, took a more traditional route to his education by
getting a bachelor’s degree in
computer science. A Web developer, he recommended the
boot camp to his wife as a way
to help her switch careers.
The multitude of tech-education choices can be daunting if
you want to get into Web development or another tech area

Not really

Yes

Fostering
students’
interest
in STEM
KAYLA S. SAMOY

Are you looking for
a more well-rounded
education?

Nah, not
really

See EDUCATION, Page 5E

Yes, please

BOOT CAMP

COLLEGE

Participating in a workshop or
boot camp offers official
instruction, certifications and
group feedback, but it can be
costly. Most boot camps are priced
between $5,000 and $12,000.

While going to a college or
university is the most expensive
and time-consuming option,
some employers prefer traditional
degrees.
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Assured Engineering Concepts designs utilities-distribution plans for
large companies, but founder Patrick
Ramirez wants to do more than lay the
groundwork for delivering natural gas
and the Internet.
He also wants to provide opportunities for high-school students in underserved communities who may have
never given a thought to a career in
STEM — science, technology, engineering and math.
Ramirez last spring started an internship program to help young people
discover what they’re passionate
about, much like the Air Force helped
him discover his passion for engineering when he was a 20-year-old without a
plan.
A Phoenix native, Ramirez enlisted
in 1987. He had been working part time
and taking classes at a community college, but he lacked focus.
His time in the Air Force changed
that.
“It gave me a window to look at engineering systems, a window to look at
See INTERNSHIP, Page 3E

RUSS WILES
YOUR MONEY

How to minimize Social Security taxes
Deciding when to start taking Social
Security benefits depends on many factors, including how long you expect to
live and the amount of financial resources at your disposal.
Income taxes and withdrawals from
other retirement accounts also can influence the decision. Yet these factors often
don’t get as much attention as they
should. So says a new report from Prudential that, among other things, looks at
the potential tax bite on Social Security
benefits.

IRA withdrawals — or those from
401(k) plans, annuities and other investment accounts — can trigger taxes on Social Security benefits that otherwise
might go untaxed, said James Mahaney,
a Prudential vice president for strategic
initiatives who authored the report. Investors who delay withdrawing from
these other accounts “are only creating a
greater deferred tax liability,” he contends, since taxes eventually must be
paid.
There’s often enough wiggle room re-

garding the timing of IRA withdrawals
and Social Security benefits to minimize
the tax bite. IRAs, 401(k) plans and Social
Security itself provide flexibility on
when to take income.
“If you want to make sure you’re
maximizing your after-tax income, take
some of that 401(k) and IRA money and
spend that down first,” Mahaney said.
If Social Security is your only income
in retirement, you won’t pay taxes on it.
But if you have other sources of revenue,
watch out. When it comes to taxes, Social

Security benefits fall into one of three
categories: For moderate-income retirees, all benefits might be untaxed. But
for others, up to 50 percent of benefits —
and possibly up to 85 percent of benefits
— could be taxed.
Where the needle lands depends on
See WILES, Page 4E

